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Abstract

Extra-gastrointestinal stromal tumors (EGISTs) are a recently de-
scribed group of tumors. A handful of less than 70 cases have been 
reported in English literature, so far, to the best of our knowledge. 
Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) are the most common mes-
enchymal neoplasms of the alimentary canal. EGISTs are a unique 
entity, which require distinction from GISTs because, even though, 
they exhibit similar histology and immunohistochemistry to GISTs, 
they occur outside the gastrointestinal tract, i.e. in omentum, mesen-
tery, retroperitoneum, etc. and have different behavior patterns as far 
as their prognosis and management are concerned. Retroperitoneal 
sub-group of EGISTs is extremely rare and we report such a case of 
primary malignant EGIST of the retroperitoneum which presented as 
a soft tissue mass on radiological evaluation. The tumor turned out to 
be a histopathological surprise, and could be distinctively labeled as 
EGIST only after morphological and immunohistochemical studies. 
It is imperative for radiologists, pathologists and oncologists, among 
other clinicians, to be able to recognize and understand the presenta-
tion of this group of tumors due to their rapid progression and poor 
prognosis, so that an early diagnosis and management may be able to 
improve the final disease outcome.
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Introduction

A mesenchymal stromal tumor can be labeled as an extra-

gastrointestinal stromal tumor (EGIST) by definition, when it 
is seen to originate outside the alimentary tract (as the name 
suggests) without any synchronous lesions within the gastro-
intestinal tract (GIT). These tumors tend to have similar char-
acteristics to gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) on histo-
pathology. The incidence of EGISTs is very rare and is seen to 
occur in less than 1% of all gastrointestinal malignancies and 
constitutes approximately 10% of all GIST cases [1-3]. This is 
probably the reason that the clinical course, imaging findings, 
diagnostic implications and management as well as treatment 
strategies for all the subtypes of EGIST are still being stud-
ied with multiple observations and no definite consensus. Of 
the three sub-types of EGISTs, the retroperitoneal EGIST is 
the rarest. A handful of less than 70 cases of retroperitoneal 
EGISTs have been reported in English literature, so far, to the 
best of our knowledge [3, 4]. In the following case study, the 
patient was managed with chemotherapy using imatinib me-
sylate, since the tumor was unresectable. However, the patient 
succumbed to the rapid fulminant and progressive course of 
this disease and died within 4 months of the initial diagno-
sis. We have discussed the case report of this young patient 
from the time of initial presentation to the management and 
follow-up, in order to shed some more light and analyze this 
particularly rare, group of primary retroperitoneal EGISTs. 
It is extremely challenging to diagnose these tumors without 
tissue biopsy. We have presented the following case in order 
to reiterate the importance of diagnostic capability of imag-
ing modalities like computed tomography (CT) and magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) in evaluation of such lesions. Few 
studies in radiology literature have documented the presenta-
tion of retroperitoneal EGISTs and what features may be used 
to differentiate it, if any, from other mesenchymal tumors. We 
have discussed the imaging of such a mass situated in the ret-
roperitoneum in context to its CT findings, along with review 
of imaging findings in previous similar studies.

Case Report

A 43-year-old female presented to our hospital with the com-
plaints of progressive pain abdomen for 3 months. Abdominal 
pain was unrelated to food intake and was constant, dull-ach-
ing in nature. No lump was palpable on clinical examination 
and the abdomen was non-tender. Laboratory investigations 
including hematological and liver function tests were normal. 
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Figure 1. Color Doppler images of the mass (*) in the retroperitoneum. (a) Extent of the mass anterior to the inferior cava (IVC) 
with minimal color flow within it (white bold arrow). (b) The hypoechoic mass (*) compressing and splaying the celiac axis (CA) at 
its origin from the aorta (AO). The common hepatic artery (CHA) is also seen being splayed by the mass. The splenic artery (SA) 
and the splenic vein (SV) are in close proximity to the mass but appear spared. 

Figure 2. Dynamic contrast-enhanced CT (CECT) scan to determine extent of mass with vascular and neighboring structures 
involvement. (a) CECT in the arterial phase showing the soft tissue retroperitoneal mass (*) (bottom black arrow) anterior to the 
aorta (bold arrow) splaying and encasing the common hepatic artery (top black arrow). (b) Sagittal maximum intensity projection 
(MIP) reformatted image of the mass (*) splaying the celiac axis and superior mesenteric artery (SMA) at origin (arrow). (c) Portal 
venous phase of the dynamic CECT showing mass (*) displacing portal vein (bold arrow) anteriorly with areas of necrosis (#) 
within it. (d) Coronal reformat showing the mass (*) extending across the midline of the abdomen (arrow). 
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On the basis of the above physical assessment, the patient was 
referred for cross-sectional imaging- sonography of the abdo-
men, to evaluate the cause of pain. The investigation revealed 
a hypoechoic retroperitoneal mass sandwiched between the 
pancreas anteriorly and the aortocaval region posteriorly, en-
casing the origin of common hepatic artery (Fig. 1a, b). The 
patient further underwent a contrast-enhanced computed to-
mography (CECT) scan on a 64-slice CT scanner (Discovery-
750HD, General Electric, GE Healthcare, USA) to character-
ize the mass. CECT was performed by injecting 100 mL of 
intravenous contrast iomoperol (Iomeron, Bracco, Germany) 
using a pressure injector with bolus tracking technique and a 
dynamic triple phase study through an 18-gauge needle in the 
ante-cubital vein at a rate of 4 mL/s. In addition to a baseline 
non-contrast study, images were acquired during arterial phase 
(20 s), venous phase (70 s) and equilibrium phase (180 s). Thin 
reformatted and multiplanar images were studied before arriv-
ing at a differential diagnosis for the mass. The above CECT 
scan revealed a heterogeneously enhancing, lobulated solid 
mass lesion in the retroperitoneum with internal non-enhanc-
ing liquefied/necrotic areas anterior to the aortocaval region. 
The enhancement was persistent but equivalent to the phase 
of the dynamic study. The mass was seen to encase the celiac 
axis and its branches at their origin with extension along the 
common hepatic artery (CHA) for a small segment after origin 
(Fig. 2a) and along the hepatoduodenal ligament towards porta 
hepatis. It was seen to abut and partially encase the superior 
mesenteric artery (SMA) with circumferential contact of 180° 
(Fig. 2b) as well as compress and displace the main portal vein 
(Fig. 2c). The mass was seen to cross the mid line towards the 
left side in the pre-aortic location (Fig. 2d). Mass effect on 
the common duct was present with resultant minimal central 
bilobar intrahepatic biliary radicles dilatation. Fat planes with 
other neighboring structures such as caudate lobe of liver, right 
adrenal gland and the inferior vena cava (IVC) were main-
tained. There was no evidence of calcification within the tu-
mor bulk. Based on the above features of soft tissue extension 
and insinuation along the retroperitoneal structures and partial 
encasement without obvious thrombosis of the affected vessels 
within the abdomen, a differential diagnosis of lymphoma or 

retroperitoneal mesenchymal tumor was made.
Surgical management, by resection was ruled out due to 

the extensive involvement of vital vascular structures within 
the retroperitoneum by the mass. Fine needle aspiration us-
ing endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) guidance was performed for 
tissue diagnosis which revealed malignant spindle cells on a 
hemorrhagic background (Fig. 3a). Further cell block con-
firmed spindle cell tumor which was analyzed by immunohis-
tochemistry (IHC) showing SMA negative and CD117 positive 
tumor cells. A histopathological diagnosis of malignant spin-
dle cell tumor, likely, EGIST was made.

The patient was treated with imatinib mesylate for 3 
months with regular follow-up at the hospital; however, she 
did not respond to therapy and succumbed to the rapid disease 
progression after 3 months.

Discussion

GISTs are essentially defined by their cell of origin which has 
been hypothesized as the interstitial cells of Cajal or related 
stem cell-like precursors. The cells of Cajal have been found 
to have role in gut motility and are found within the wall of 
the GIT. The gold standard diagnostic test for GIST is through 
IHC, which demonstrates c-kit (CD117), a tyrosine kinase 
growth factor receptor expressed in majority of these lesions 
[5-8]. GISTs present as soft tissue bulky tumors, seen as exo-
phytic masses projecting from the wall of the gut either into 
the peritoneal cavity or sometimes into the lumen. The tumor 
extent and staging is usually identified on cross-sectional im-
aging by CT or MRI [9]. These neoplasms are usually sub-ep-
ithelial in location and are prone to developing complications 
such as fistulous communication with the bowel lumen due 
to invasion of the mucosal wall by tumor necrosis or mucosal 
ulcerations causing gastrointestinal bleed. The clinical mani-
festations are usually late to develop after the complications 
set in. Secondary spread of the disease occurs in the form of 
hepatic and peritoneal metastases in high grade malignant tu-
mors and carries poor prognosis [8, 10].

EGIST group of tumors are a unique entity which are dis-

Figure 3. Photomicrographs. (a) Fine needle aspiration cytology showing fragments of tumor composed of spindle to polygonal 
shaped cells and elongated vesicular to hyperchromatic nuclei. (b) Cell block showing spindle cell tumor having elongated ve-
sicular nuclei with irregular nuclear borders and prominent nucleoli. (c) Immune-histochemical staining with CD117 (kit) shows 
positive staining in tumor cells. 
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tinct, yet similar to GIST in their clinical presentation, imag-
ing, histo-pathological behavior and management strategies 
[11, 12]. The term “EGIST” was coined by Reith et al in 2000 
to define a unique group of stromal tumors arising outside the 
GIT [13]. There are many possible theories which have been 
suggested for the etiopathogenesis of EGIST. It has been hy-
pothesized that, similar to GISTs, these tumors may also arise 
from interstitial Cajal-like cells which are common precursor 
cells and are also found in the retroperitoneum, omentum, pan-
creas and pelvis apart from the GIT. It is also believed that 
EGIST may have an origin from pluripotent stem cells in the 
above mentioned locations, outside the GIT. A distant theory 
also suggests that in effect, EGISTs may be an extramural ex-
tension of stromal tumors within the GIT [3]. Characteristic 
similarities and differences between the two entities have been 
listed in Table 1 [1, 4, 5, 7, 12-18].

Till date, only 60 cases of primary EGIST of the retro-
peritoneum have been reported so far [3]. The objective of 
presenting our case of primary retroperitoneal EGIST was to 
highlight its clinical presentation and imaging characteristics 
along with the disease course showing rapid progression de-
spite aggressive imatinib therapy. In our patient, the clinical 
onset of disease was insidious over a period of 3 - 4 months 
with increasing abdominal pain, since the mass was extralumi-
nal in location. The pain was likely due to the neuro-vascular 
encasement by the mass as demonstrated in the retroperitone-
um (Figs. 1a and 2a).

Extra-gastrointestinal tumors present as soft tissue complex 
masses with variable degrees of cystic fluid, liquefaction, ne-
crosis and hemorrhage within the tumor bulk that would appear 
typically as hypoechoic or anechoic areas within an echogenic 
soft tissue mass on sonography and as hypoattenuating areas in-

Table 1.  Comparison of Characteristics of Extraintestinal Gastrointestinal Tumors (EGIST and Gastrointestinal Tumor (GIST)

Characteristics EGIST GIST
Age and gender Usually younger age group 30 - 50 

years, median age 58 years, slight female 
preponderance (M/F: 1:1.014) [12, 13]

Mean age: 55 - 60 years, male/
female: 1:1.35 [1]

Clinical presentation Usually silent in retroperitoneal variety till 
adjacent structures are compressed

Intra-luminal tumors erode mucosa 
often present as GI bleed, bowel 
dilatation, vomiting, exophytic tumors 
may be silent clinically till necrosis 
and fistula formation occurs

Location Omentum, mesentery, liver, pancreas, pelvis 
(80%), retroperitoneum (20%) [14]

Gastrointestinal tract from esophagus 
to anus (mc. in stomach (60-70%) 
followed by small bowel (20-30%) [4]

Radiological findings Large soft tissue enhancing mass with areas of necrosis, 
hemorrhage cystic spaces and rarely calcification [15]

Exophytic soft tissue mass projecting 
outside or inside the gastrointestinal 
lumen with ulceration and fistulous 
track formation ,  bowel dilation, 
ascites and omental caking [5, 16]

Histopathology Spindle cell type, epithelioid type [17] Spindle (70%), epithelioid (20%), 
mixed (< 10%) type [7, 16]

Immunohistochemistry Positive staining for CD117 for confirmation. 
Staining for other immunological markers is variable: 
BCL-2 (80%), CD34 (70%), smooth muscle actin 
(35%), S100 (10%), and desmin (5%) [17]

Disease spread/metastasis Direct spread into the peritoneum and retroperitoneum Peritoneum, liver
General pathologic consensus 
for grading and prognosis

None devised so far Standard consensus available based 
on tumor size and mitotic count [18]

Differential diagnosis on imaging [7] Lymphoma
Sarcoma/mesenchymal tumor of the involved 
organ such as malignant fibrous histiocytoma, 
liposarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, fibrosarcoma

Adenocarcinomas of the bowel [5]

Management Surgical resection/imatinib therapy [12] Complete surgical resection for 
non-metastatic disease followed 
by imatinib as adjuvant therapy

Prognosis Worse than GIST , usually more aggressive [13] Long-term recurrence seen, only 
10% free of disease at 10 years

BCL-2: B-cell lymphoma 2.
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terspersed within an enhancing mass on contrast CT/MRI scan. 
Similar imaging features may be seen in lymphomas and other 
mesenchymal tumors in the same location; however, the differ-
entiation from EGISTs on imaging may be made on the basis of 
absence of necrosis, cystic changes, hemorrhage and calcifica-
tion within lymphomatous neoplasms [19, 20]. Even though the 
tumor in our case did not demonstrate any calcification within 
it, calcification within these tumors has been described in few 
reports in literature [4, 6]. Calcification is rare in untreated 
lymphoma of the retroperitoneum [21]. The tumor size in our 
patient was less than 10 cm in its largest dimension, which is 
an interesting observation compared to large malignant GISTs 
(average size more than 7 cm) in previously demonstrated stud-
ies [3, 4, 22]. No other metastatic lesion was demonstrated on 
imaging. Secondary deposits in primary retroperitoneal EGISTs 
are rarely reported [11]. The above imaging features in a case of 
retroperitoneal mass lesion with internal soft tissue homogene-
ity and vascular encasement should prompt the radiologist to 
think of EGIST as a possible differential diagnosis. The endo-
scopic ultrasound guided fine needle aspiration cytology and 
cell block preparations revealed predominantly spindle cell his-
tological pattern in our patient. The two main patterns of histol-
ogy, demonstrated by retroperitoneal EGISTs, are spindle cell 
and epithelioid variety, showing predominantly cigar-shaped 
and polygonal cells, respectively [11, 12]. The lesion demon-
strated classical c-kit (CD117) positive features on IHC.

The updated consensus by ESMO, National Comprehen-
sive Cancer Network (NCCN), and Canadian guidelines rec-
ommends CT and positron emission tomography (PET) scan-
ning for imaging early stage lesions and the use of EUS for 
small incidental tumors [5, 18, 23, 24]. The gold standard of 
diagnosis is essentially via IHC, which was also demonstrat-
ed in our study [18, 24]. CT and EUS were used as primary 
modalities for staging and tissue diagnosis for our patient. 
Guidelines from various groups outlined above have a uniform 
consensus on resection of the mass, where primary GIST is 
more than 2 cm without any metastasis [25]. This is followed 
by further decision on the management course based on tumor 
size, mitotic count, and location with adjuvant use of imatinib 
into the management practice. As per the current worldwide 
practice, regarding EGIST, no such consensus has been formu-
lated. The current most recognized mode of management of 
EGIST includes surgery and debulking of tumor mass wher-
ever possible, along with the adjacent tissues which may be 
infiltrated by the tumor mass [6, 26]. Tumors which are in-
operable have been reportedly treated with imatinib mesylate, 
by some groups [27, 28]. This drug is an inhibitor of tyrosine 
kinase activity of kit (CD117) protein, which in effect is a ty-
rosine kinase growth factor receptor expressed in more than 
95% of cases of GISTs. Since the behavior pattern of EGIST 
is different from classical GISTs, the validity of this drug still 
remains non-standardized and under evaluation [29, 30]. The 
prognosis of EGIST appears to be less favorable than GIST [2, 
13]. This appears to be due to the delayed clinical presentation 
leading to large tumor mass, increased proliferative indices, 
propensity to involve lymph nodes and distant secondaries. In 
our patient, few of the above prognostic factors were present 
such as the delayed presentation which had already led to en-
casement of major vasculature in the abdomen. Although the 

tumor size was less than 10 cm in diameter, our patient showed 
rapid progression of disease within 3 months despite aggres-
sive imatinib therapy. These findings appear to be similar to 
those described by Choi et al in their paper where response and 
prognosis of EGIST based on tumor size have been questioned 
[2]. The NCCN risk table and the NIH classification system 
have often been used to prognosticate and manage EGISTs; 
however, no significant data have been demonstrated to sup-
port their appropriateness [16, 24].

Due to rarity of reports of primary EGISTs of retroperi-
toneum in literature, it is essential to study similar cases, their 
imaging findings and clinical progression, as discussed above, 
followed by their post-therapy response. It may be difficult 
to diagnose a retroperitoneal GIST from other mesenchymal 
tumors of the retroperitoneum; however, the presence of het-
erogeneity in the soft tissue component of a bulky mass with 
vascular encasement may be used as a pointer to enlist EGIST 
as a definite potential differential diagnosis of a solid mass in 
the abdominal cavity.

Conclusion

We have presented a unique case of a retroperitoneal extra-in-
testinal GIST, with its imaging findings and the review of liter-
ature so far with comparison of features of similar such tumors 
in literature. The inclusion of this group of stromal tumors is a 
must on the list of differential diagnosis of solid tumors arising 
in the abdomen and retroperitoneum and is of equal interest to 
clinicians, radiologists, oncologists and pathologists.
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